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W7

‘Breaking Down the Silos’: Creating mechanisms to ensure employer

engagement is not confined to placement opportunities

Richard Mendez, Keele University, Anne Longbottom and Sarah Tudor, Staffordshire University

r.mendez@keele.ac.uk , a.h.longbottom@staffs.ac.uk , sarah.tudor@staffs.ac.uk

Abstract

Placement professionals are very adept at engaging effectively with employers in order to generate

new placement and/or internship opportunities. However can the same be said about their ability to

engage employers for other provisions (outside their remit) that their institutions offer? It can

become all too easy to work in silos and utilise one’s own employer engagement mechanisms solely

for placements and/or internship activity.

Amidst the backdrop of the Wilson Review (2012) and the imminent Witty Review (2013), both of

which encourage more university-business collaborations, it becomes increasingly important for all

higher education professionals (who engage with employers) to operate more strategically and

ensure employers are signposted to the suite of employer-related provisions offered by their

institution; even those outside their remit.

This unique workshop encourages placement professionals to think about their current mechanisms

for engaging with employers and challenges them to explore how these can be put to better use for

the benefit of the wider institution.

During this interactive workshop, two case study examples taken from Staffordshire University and

Keele University will illustrate how both institutions utilise their employer engagement mechanisms

not only to gain new placement opportunities but also to exploit opportunities for employers to

engage in other provisions within the institution. In both case studies the mechanisms also provided

a useful means by which to disseminate feedback from employers to key stakeholders within the

institution.

The aims of this workshop are to:

 explain why improving employer engagement mechanisms are important;

 explore two case study examples of employer engagement mechanisms taken from

Staffordshire and Keele Universities;

 explore how delegates can improve their current employer engagement mechanisms for the

benefit of the wider institution.
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Presentation

‘Breaking Down the Silos’

Richard Mendez, Keele University
Anne Longbottom, Staffordshire University

Creating mechanisms to ensure employer
engagement is not confined to placement

opportunities

Introduction – Keele University
• Employer Engagement

Unit

o Broad employer
engagement

o CPD

o Graduate internships

o Student placements

Introduction – Staffordshire University

o Careers, placements,
internships, Uni-Temps

o Business engagement: work-
based learning, added value

o Research and
o Knowledge transfer and

innovation
o Business villages
o Strong referral links
o All opportunities considered for

broader engagement

• Enterprise and Commercial Development

Context
• Wilson Review (2012) puts forward many recommendations

aimed at enhancing Business-University collaboration

• Whilst placements feature prominently, they are not the only
suggested form of collaboration

• Recommendation 14 – work between Technology Strategy
Board, universities and business to facilitate innovation

• Recommendation 17 – grow Knowledge Transfer Partnerships
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Context
• Illustrates the need for cross-institutional referrals

• This will inevitably require closer communications between:

o Research & Enterprise Office,
o Academic Department,
o University Incubator Centre,
o Marketing Department,
o Careers Services (Placement Officers, Student Enterprise Team)
o etc

Why is this important for placement
professionals

• Not all employer needs can be addressed via a placement

• Thus the need for cross-institutional referrals

• Helps to develop/consolidate strong employer relationships

• Which in turn may lead to more placement and employability
opportunities

Situational Fluency Gaining results and relationships
(Covey Model)

RE
SU

LT
S

low

high

RELATIONSHIPS
highlow

• Courage and
consideration matrix

• Map out your business
relationships

• Consider which ones
are a priority

Introduction to the case studies
• Demonstrate mechanisms for enhancing employer engagement

• Staffordshire University’s case study begins with placements but
leads to new provision

• Keele University’s case study begins with a forum but leads to
student placements

Case Study - Serco
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Case Study – Focus Groups

• Establishment of
employer focus groups

• Two types of groups

• Purpose

Quarterly teleconference
meetings with Cap Gemini

New links with Network Rail for
student placements

Referral of key messages to
Keele’s Marketing Department

Source of new employability
ideas

Exercise - Employer Engagement
• Following what we have covered (Covey Model, case studies etc)

in groups:

o Explore which current employer relationships you should be
prioritising and why

o Explore what you can do to improve your current employer
engagement mechanisms

o or what new mechanisms you might wish to introduce in an
effort to improve employer engagement

Any questions?

Please contact:

• Richard Mendez r.mendez@keele.ac.uk
 01782 733587

• Anne Longbottom a.h.longbottom@staffs.ac.uk
 01782 294234/07901968745

Reference

• Wilson, T. (2012) A Review of Business-University
Collaboration, London: Department of Business, Innovation &
Skills
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W8

“The BEST Way Forward” – A universal multi campus and inter departmental
placement management system

Carolyn King and Michael Holmes, South Eastern Regional College

cking@serc.ac.uk

Keywords
BEST, SERC, Employability, Work-based Learning, QAA.

Abstract
Northern Ireland (NI) extends over 14,000Km2 and has a population of 1.8 million. The
South Eastern Regional College (SERC), one of the six Colleges, of Higher Education (HE) and
Further Education (FE)  with over 36,000 enrolments per year delivering to Northern Ireland
through eight campuses.
There is an increasing consensus that a ‘lost generation’ of young people is currently being
created who are disillusioned as a result of serious social and economic problems. This is
fuelled by a doubling of unemployment to 65,000 (8.4%), and particularly youth
unemployment (16-24 year olds) of 28.9% which has led to them becoming increasingly
disconnected from work and learning.  This has been recognised by the NI Executive
adopting their “Not in Education, Employment and Training” (NEETs) strategy entitled
“Pathways to Employment”.
Gaining work experience is vital for students to compete for jobs and the College realises
that FE’s varied student populous means sourcing and managing placements are
increasingly complex.
SERC’s focus is to ensure all students are equipped to progress to further study or enter
employment.
SERC realises the need for a greater emphasis on work-based learning to ensure students
get relevant high quality industry experience to improve student employability and develop
individuals beyond their specific study discipline. The provision of short term unpaid
placements directly contributes to employability but also further highlights the need for a
flexible and accessible placement management process.
SERC improves the employability of all students through its innovative ‘Get the Edge’
programme enhancing technical, transferable and enterprise skills by enriching  the student
experience through developing; problem solving, communication, team work and leadership
skills, student competitions, student companies, industry projects and placement
opportunities.

Global links with leading international companies and partners enables the College to
provide local and international placements for students. SERC has developed the Business
Engagement Student Tracking System (BEST), a highly functional fully interoperable
software system.
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This universal multi campus and inter departmental system improves internal and external
communication with Businesses by offering access portals for SERC staff, students and the
placement providers.
Results to date include the BEST System having links with over 4106 Business and 1012
placed students across all industry sectors.  It is a significant development considering the
programming only commenced in March 2011.  The unpublished 2013 Quality Assurance
Agency (QAA) Summative Review is likely to identify the BEST system as an example of
“Good Practice” in the management of placement learning which helps to ensure an
effective and safe learning environment.  This coupled with SERC’s values: Solution
Focused”, “Excellence Driven”, “Responsive” and “Collaborative” resulted in 97% of 2011/12
graduates entering higher levels of education or employment.
Further integration within the College aims to enhance student recruitment and career
progression. Given the highly functional system is designed to operate as a standalone
product or integrate with other systems there is vast potential to embed SERC’s cutting
edge BEST software across the education sector.

Introduction
SERC is one of six FE Colleges formed after 16 Northern Ireland (NI) Institutes were
amalgamated in August 2007, and is a driving force in the provision of Further (FE) and
Higher education (HE) with over 36,000 enrolments per year across a vast range of academic
and vocational disciplines.  SERC has 1100 staff and an annual turnover of £45 million (South
Eastern Regional College, 2012) with educational and training provision delivered
throughout NI extending over 14,000Km2 and with a population of 1.8 million (Northern
Ireland Statistics and Research Agency, 2011). SERC has eight primary and four secondary
campuses and numerous outreach centres throughout the South East of NI.  The following
Figure 1 shows the location of the SERC Primary and Secondary campuses.  Figure 2 shows
enrolments by course type and campus.

Figure 1.  Location of the SERC Primary and Secondary campuses.
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Figure 2.  Enrolments by course type and campus.

SERC has the highest retention, achievement and success rates within the NI FE sector for FE
courses; retention at 89% (sector 87%), achievement at 85% (sector 78%) and success at
76% (sector 69%) (South Eastern Regional College, 2012). Maintaining and improving these
rates of success is vital in SERCs role in combating the major problem of youth
unemployment in NI, described as a social and economic time bomb
(PriceWaterhouseCooper, 2012).  Unemployment has doubled to 65,000 (8.4%) and
particularly youth unemployment (16-24 year olds) of 28.9% (Department of Enterprise
Trade and Investment, 2012). The NI Executive has recognised this and adopted their “Not
in Education, Employment and Training” (NEETs) strategy entitled “Pathways to
Employment” to provide for the ‘lost generation’ (PriceWaterhouseCooper, 2012) of
disengaged young people.

Rationale
SERC improves the employability of all students through its innovative ‘Get the Edge’
programme enhancing technical, transferable and enterprise skills  This enriches the student
experience through developing; problem solving, communication, team work and leadership
skills through student competitions, student companies, industry projects and placement
opportunities.  Coupled with SERC’s values: Solution Focused”, “Excellence Driven”,
“Responsive” and “Collaborative” resulted in 97% of 2011/12 graduates entering higher
levels of education or employment. SERC offers targeted and tailored work integrated
learning opportunities to each student by securing high quality subject related placements
through suitable companies to meet course stipulations.  SERC also encourages students
with no stipulated placements from all disciplines to be involved in placements,
volunteering and student industry projects.  Currently SERC manages 900 Further Education
and 300 Higher Education Placements while the Training Organisation manages over 3000
apprentice/training placements.  FE/HE placements are not just confined to the South
Eastern region of NI but as represented in Figure 3, are spread throughout NI.
Figure 3.  The geographic spread of student placements in NI.
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SERC not only has to manage this high volume of placement students but the College’s
increasingly extensive links with businesses, the need for a more professional business
approach was necessary.  Global links with leading international companies and partners
enables SERC to provide local and international placements for students.  SERC has links
with over 4600 businesses shown in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4.  BEST Business Links across Northern Ireland.
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Unlike University paid industrial placements which last a period of six or twelve months, FE
College placements are stipulated by each course.  Within this placement provision there
are numerous modes of attendance and different placement duration lengths. These range
from one academic year, to one thirteen week block or two six week blocks per year.
Within the placement itself the placements hours can also vary greatly, from one day per
week to as much as five days a week as demonstrated in Figure 5 demonstrating the SERC
HE placement provision.  In addition, particular courses such as Health and Social Care who
have the greatest concentration of students, require at least four placements in their two
year course.

Figure 5.  HE Placement mode of attendance.
Course Days

per Week
Duration Max

Hours
per Week

Foundation Degree Creative Multimedia 4 10 weeks
(Jan-Mar)

35

Foundation Degree Sports, Exercise & Fitness 4 2 blocks of 6 weeks
(Sep-Nov) (Jan-Mar)

35

Foundation Degree Hospitality & Tourism 5 17 weeks
(Feb-May)

35

Foundation Degree Applied Creative Art 4 13 weeks
(Oct-Jan)

35

HND Applied Biology 5 6 weeks
(June –July)

35

The management and supervision of these placements is a more demanding process
especially taking into consideration the age of the students and the duty of care with their
health, safety and welfare on placement.  The 16 – 19 age group has the highest percentage
in each primary campus as shown (red font) in Figure 6 which gives the number and
percentage of full time students by age and primary campus (2012/13).

Figure 6.  Number and percentage of full time students by primary campus and age band

Age
Group
Years

Bangor Downpatrick Lisburn Newtownards

No. of
Students

% of
Students

No. of
Students

% of
Students

No. of
Students

% of
Students

No. of
Students

% of
Students

16-19 1080 72.5% 647 69.3% 1349 78.3% 501 81.6%
20-24 298 20.0% 199 21.3% 277 16.1% 89 14.5%
25-29 51 3.4% 45 4.8% 36 2.1% 11 1.8%
30-39 45 3.0% 28 3.0% 40 2.3% 7 1.1%
40-49 12 0.8% 10 1.1% 14 0.8% 4 0.7%
50-59 4 0.3% 4 0.4% 6 0.3% 2 0.3%
60-69 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%
70+ 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 0.1% 0 0.0%
Total 1490 100.0% 933 100.0% 1723 100.0% 614 100.0%
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There are 9 SERC Schools (faculties) out of which 5 offer and manage HE and FE placements
with the support of 1 HE Work Placement officer (WPO) and 3 FE WPO’s (dedicated to one
subject area - Childcare).  In 2012/13, 59 academic staff were responsible for the 854 work
placement provisions.  Figure 7 demonstrates the number of placement staff per school.

Figure 7.  Placement staff per SERC School.
SERC Schools with FE HE Placements Nos. of Placement

Staff
School of Applied Science & Sports 16
School of Business, Hospitality & Tourism 16
School of Computing, Software Engineering & Media 2
School of Health, Care & Early Years 22
School of Performing & Creative Arts 3

At least two placement visits were required per student, the initial visit to complete the
‘Further and Higher Education Placement Partnership Agreement’ (FHEPPA) and an
assessment visit completed at the midway point.  Managing this can be problematic taking
into consideration the shortness of the placements and the staggered pattern of the start
dates with placements commencing in September, January, February and June.  Each mode
of attendance is dictated by the various affiliated partners, HE courses and partners are
detailed in Appendix 1.
The evolution of the FE sector has seen SERC successfully navigate an increasingly complex
work environment with diverse stakeholders and various funding stream restrictions.  Staff
face distinct new challenges balancing both operational and strategic requirements.  After
the 2007 amalgamation rationalisation and harmonising of the work-based provision
through implementing procedures had been successful however staff were still not sharing
information and there was no centralisation of the work-based learning records.  More
collaboration was necessary especially to work as ‘one college one team’, as a result SERC
had to adopt a more business-like approach.
SERC researched software in an attempt to meet the challenges associated with managing
an institution wide student work placement scheme and given the College’s success on
other areas including Student Funding and Learning support, this lead to the internal
programming development of a more integrated software solution which enforced business
processes.
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Approach
As a result in March 2011 programming began on the SERC Work Placement Management
System (WPMS).  This was piloted throughout the latter part of 2011/2012 for the HE
courses assigned to the role of HE Work Placement Officer.  During this time the WPMS
continued to evolve and the Senior Management Team (SMT) decided the system would be
beneficial to the SERC Apprenticeship/ Training placement provision and further
programming was undertaken in May 2012 to meet their requirements.  On 10th May 2012
it was agreed by the College Management Team (CMT) that WPMS would be developed
throughout SERC and would replace the Agresso CRM system.  The WPMS was renamed the
‘Business Engagement and Student Tracking System’ (BEST) and designed as a single shared
database where information and communication with external companies is stored and
student placements are managed.
BEST is utilised by HE/FE staff and students, as well as placement providers, to manage the
student placement process.  The system is comprehensive and built tightly around college
business processes and implements a security model to control access to data.
Students can apply for vacancies, whilst those responsible for monitoring placements can
ensure that placement providers and the College adhere to policy and procedures and
students are placed in an effective and safe learning environment.  Placements are also
reviewed and this information is stored as a permanent record in the system.
BEST offers a simple and user friendly procedure for placing a student involving four main
components as shown below in Figure 8.

Figure 8.  Process for placing a student using BEST

To place a student on BEST the tutor/WPO must create a company and placement
description similar to a job description detailing dates, times and duties. The student must
complete their Health Declaration and Travel Form and start to build their CV while able to
search BEST for and apply to available placements in the three ways described below.

1. Company

•Create a new
Company or;

•Update current
Company

2. Placement

•Create a new
Placement or;

•Copy existing
Placement
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Placement Application - the placement has already been created on BEST by SERC
Staff which means the company and placement details (including insurance, Health
and Safety) are recorded, and a new or previous placement reoffered by the
placement provider.

Company Application - the student can apply for a company on BEST - in this case
SERC Staff must contact the company, ask if they are willing to offer a placement, an
initial visit may be necessary and FHEPPA completed.

Found their own Placement (Not populated on BEST) - SERC Staff must contact the
company to agree the placement and visit to complete the FHEPPA to ascertain if it
is a safe placement which meets the needs of the student and course assessments.
The Company and Placement must be created on BEST, this is beneficial to SERC as it
creates a new business contact.

Staff process the student applications giving them control over the suitability of the student
for the placement and the placement for the student.  BEST updates each student on the
progress of their application via email e.g. placement in process, placement accepted.

Staff must complete a Risk Assessment for each placement student and BEST provides Risk
Assessment templates which can be edited to suit the needs of the placement student
combining the information from the FHEPPA, Health Declaration and Travel form.
Importantly the Risk Assessment can be accessed by the student, placement provider and
SERC. The student must 'agree' the terms of the placement in the Work Placement App.

During the Placement

All placement documentation can be completed and stored on BEST improving efficiency
and reducing paper work while saving on printing and mailing costs, documents can be
converted to Word.  There are five main administrative requirements during the placement
which are outlined below:

First Week of Placement
1. The student must complete the Learner Agreement.
2. The Placement Provider must complete the Induction and record on BEST.

During Placement
3. SERC Staff must complete a visit and Placement Report at mid-point of the

placemen.

End of Placement
4. The Student must complete the Student Evaluation.
5. The Placement Provider completes the Employer Evaluation.
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BEST is accessible 24 hours a day 7 days a week online.  The three partners have secure
logins with SERC staff having access to BEST through the staff intranet and remotely on
mobile smart phone devices.  Students have access through a Single Sign On (SSO) and must
agree to the BEST Terms and Conditions before use.
Placement Providers are allocated a password and login generated and emailed by BEST
giving them entry to the system through SERC’s website, which gives access to information
held by the college specific to them including contact details, student contact and health
information, placement description and risk assessment.  Placement providers must contact
SERC to change any details held within BEST, this allows the college to better manage and
control the content that is published within the system.
BEST uses a traffic light warning system incorporated within each partner’s profiles to
highlight uncompleted evaluations or to inform SERC staff of out of date insurance or health
and safety information.  While each user is logged into the system the homepage will
provide live alerts based on completion status to prompt appropriate action to be taken by
the relevant party. Figure 9 illustrates the varying levels of alert within the BEST system.

Figure 9.  BEST Traffic Light System Alerts

BEST is a flexible system which can generate appropriate reports and can export data as
graphs, tables and diagrams in an excel format.  This allows analytics to be performed to
facilitate management to effectively convert data into knowledge, underpinning the
College’s corporate strategy.

BEST relies on staff buy in in order to complete the data fields.  Such support is paramount
as without staff backing new initiatives could be described as lacking a vital component and
as a result greatly limiting the success of the endeavour , further emphasising the
importance of using the right approach to motivate staff resistant to change (Whitaker,
2008). To encourage staff engagement with BEST a number of steps were taken including
the creation of detailed guidelines in August 2012 and further to this over 80 SERC staff
attended BEST training sessions.  Their training and usage of the BEST system subsequently
encouraged separate departments to interact more promoting collaboration and efficiency.
This streamlined the placement procedure reducing the number of initial health and safety
visits required by a third; once a company had been created on BEST and insurance and
health and safety recorded, other departments using the same placement provider did not
need to repeat the health and safety visit.  Updating the relevant placement information on
BEST rather than completing the Placement Partnership Agreement for each student
maximised resource usage efficiency.
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BEST is an evolving system and staff input is vital for its future development and use. SERC
continues to work to further expand the system to within the Business Services areas of
SERC facilitating a more efficient and professional combined approach to dealing with
business clients.  Further integration within the College is proceeding as BEST continues to
improve business engagement across SERC, as partnerships grow the curriculum and course
development greatly improves, while enhancing SERC’s industry and academic reputation.
Quality student engagement with industry is vital and BEST has begun to play an active role
in the area of Course Enrichment which includes competition, awards, academic papers,
guest speakers and international visits.  BEST offers a means of recording and reporting on
these achievements and ensures interdepartmental access and the efficient dissemination
of important information.
Staff access to content within BEST will vary depending on the staff member’s role in line
with Data Protection procedures, staff should only require access to information relevant to
their job as shown in the table in Figure 10.

Figure 10.  Different Access Rights Depending on Job Role Requirements

BEST is developed in line with QAA Code of Practice Section 9: Work Based and Placement
Learning and as a result was identified in the most recent SERC Quality Assurance Agency
(QAA) Summative Review as a feature of good practice (Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education, 2013).  This clearly illustrates the vast potential for embedding BEST for use
across the whole education sector.

Conclusions
SERC is facilitating a new approach to training and education giving opportunities to all by
helping develop more creative, enterprising and work ready graduates through
volunteering, industry projects and work placements.
The implementation of BEST has greatly improved communication, maximised staff resource
utilisation and developed better time management practices.  This has increased and
enhanced the accessibility, planning, delivery and overall quality of the placement
experience for all involved.
BEST is a key component of the College’s approach to increasing the employability of all its
students and is a system with great potential to benefit both the education sector and wider
industry.
SERC has a vital role in delivering the skills and training required for NI to progress into a
new phase of training provision and enterprise development. SERC’s curriculum design,
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will continue to be instrumental in supporting NI’s economic, cultural and social future.  A
lasting commitment to inspire, transform and enrich the lives of people of NI will ensure the
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BEST is an evolving system and staff input is vital for its future development and use. SERC
continues to work to further expand the system to within the Business Services areas of
SERC facilitating a more efficient and professional combined approach to dealing with
business clients.  Further integration within the College is proceeding as BEST continues to
improve business engagement across SERC, as partnerships grow the curriculum and course
development greatly improves, while enhancing SERC’s industry and academic reputation.
Quality student engagement with industry is vital and BEST has begun to play an active role
in the area of Course Enrichment which includes competition, awards, academic papers,
guest speakers and international visits.  BEST offers a means of recording and reporting on
these achievements and ensures interdepartmental access and the efficient dissemination
of important information.
Staff access to content within BEST will vary depending on the staff member’s role in line
with Data Protection procedures, staff should only require access to information relevant to
their job as shown in the table in Figure 10.
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transition into employment or continued education.  SERC endeavours to equip a ‘lost
generation’ with the skills, qualifications and experience required to find their way.
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Appendix 1
SERC’s DEL-funded higher education provision in 2012-13 is shown below with the awarding
bodies.

Awarding Bodies Programme

Queen’s University Belfast FdSc Creative Multimedia
FD Early Childhood Studies

University of Ulster FdA Applied And Creative Arts
FdA Hospitality, Tourism and Events
FdA Leadership and Management
FdSc Sport Exercise and Fitness

John Moores Liverpool University BA (Hons) Business Management
BA (Hons) Business Studies

Pearson (Edexcel) HND Advanced Practice in Work with Children & Families
HND Applied Biology
HND Computing and Systems Development
HND Construction
HND Creative Media Production
HND Electrical/Electronic Engineering
HND General Engineering
HND Hair and Beauty Management
HND Health and Social Care
HND Interactive Multi-Media
HND Manufacturing Engineering
HND Music
HND Performing Arts
HNC Animal Management
HNC Applied Practice work with Children and Families HNC
Art and Design (Photography)
HNC Business
HNC Construction (Building Services Engineering)
HNC Horticulture
HNC Health and Social Care
HNC Vehicle Operations Management

City & Guilds of London Institute L4 Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning Sector
L4 Certificate in Preparing to Teach in the Lifelong Learning
Sector
L4 Advanced Diagnostic Techniques
L4 Certificate in Technology in Learning Delivery

Chartered Management Institute Level 5 Diploma in Management
Counselling & Psychotherapy Central
Awarding Body

L4 Diploma in Therapeutic Counselling
L5 Diploma in Cognitive Behavioural Skills and Theory,
Counselling

London Chamber of Commerce Institute
(LCCI)

L4 Executive Secretary’s Diploma

Accounting Technicians Ireland L5 Accounting Technicians Diploma
Institute of the Motor Industry L5 Diploma in Automotive Management
Vocational Training Charitable Trust L4 Certificate in Sports Massage Therapy
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W9

Exploring the value of employability resources and the achievement of

meaningful outcomes

Pearson

Pearson Education, Edinburgh Gate , Harlow, UK, CM20 2JE
www.pearson.com

Keywords

employability, employment, outcomes, engagement, assessment and student

Abstract

The aim of this session is to explore how placement, employability and teaching professionals have

developed and are trialling strategies to improve employability skills in higher education students

and prepare them for success in their future employment. Our key objectives are to unite the

community focused on improving employability outcomes and to facilitate a sharing of ideas and a

blueprint for best practice, ensuring that the student is firmly at the centre of these strategies.

The workshop will focus on three key elements:

Understanding the experiences of undergraduates and those working to support graduate

employability, including the methods and technologies they are using to achieve their aims. Within

this, we invite a student to provide perspective on their journey towards graduate life, the

preparations they are making and the support available to them.

Insights from the University of Greenwich on how they have supported students within the

business school and how they plan to build on the successes achieved so far. Within this segment

they will outline their particular objectives and summarise their historical approach to this mission.

Then they will share their new plans for participating in a pilot study using MyEmployabilityLab from

Pearson, demonstrating how they will use the pilot to engage and develop their students further,

across a range of year groups.

The opportunity to share ideas and best practices and to learn new techniques for practical use in

your institution. We will discuss ways of involving students within employability programmes at
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university and welcome contributions from delegates on their experiences and ideas for heightening

engagement. We will also address the issue of measuring outcomes within programmes and services

of this kind, demonstrating meaningful results to students and stakeholders across the organisation

or institution.

We hope that this interactive workshop can set foundations for implementing new resources for

placement, employability and teaching professionals that will make a significant positive impact on

our workforce of the future.

Presentation

Exploring the value of employability resources
and the achievement of meaningful outcomes

ASET 2013

Exploring the value of employability resources
and the achievement of meaningful outcomes

Joanna Molyn, Senior Lecturer in Accounting & Finance at the
University of Greenwich

Dr. Agnieszka Herdan, Senior Lecturer in Financial and
Management Accounting, University of Greenwich

Sai Sarinka Jirjadhan-Dabydeen, Year 2 student at the
University of Greenwich

Sadie McClelland, Head of Market Development, Pearson

Nicola Adams, Head of Marketing, Pearson

ASET 2013

Exploring the value of employability resources and
the achievement of meaningful outcomes

Session agenda

• Insights from the University of Greenwich on how they have
supported employability skills within the business school

• Understanding the experiences of undergraduates and those
working to support graduate employability

• The opportunity to share ideas, best practices and to learn
new techniques for practical use in your institution

ASET 2013

Insights from the University of Greenwich on how they
have supported students within the business school

Video link
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ASET 2013 ASET 2013

ASET 2013 ASET 2013

ASET 2013 ASET 2013

Support for the changing environment

For higher education institutions:
• helping to equip students in preparation for the challenging job

market
• supporting them in demonstrating the commitment they are

making to the development of employability skills
For lecturers & careers services:
• making the most of contact time and getting the most out of

limited resources
• securing engagement with the students who could most benefit

from employability support
For students:
• helping them articulate their skills and experiences
• providing experiences of real recruitment scenarios from

application to assessment centre

A S E T  2 0 1 3

R a t io n a le  fo r  in v o lv e m e n t  in  a  p ilo t  fo r
M y E m p lo y a b ility L a b

V id eo  l in k

A S E T  2013

Q u e st io n s?
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W10

A Coaching Approach to Placements

Gill Frigerio, University of Warwick

Career Studies Unit, University of Warwick, Coventry, CV4 7AL,

Tel: 024 7615 1390

G.frigerio@warwick.ac.uk

Keywords

coaching, reflection, learning

Abstract

Coaching has become something of a buzzword in a number of arenas, from management

development to career and employability.  This session will provide an overview of the origins of

coaching and explore its value for us today. It will unpick the key characteristics of a coaching

relationship and outline how coaching skills can be used in placements work.  It will argue the case

the coaching can be used to support students in finding placements,  preparing for placements,

fulfilling their placement role and learning from the experience, suggesting that coaching is more

than “an effective way to groom the best students” (as the conference call for papers highlights) but

has value to support the learning of all students.

Aims and objectives

The learning outcomes for this workshop are that at the end of the session, participants will be able

to

 Explain the key ideas behind coaching

 Consider a range of approaches to coaching

 Describe the skills of coaching in relation to placements.

 Critically evaluate the contribution of coaching to their own professional practice

Experiences covered

The session will involve the presentation of an overview of the main ideas in the coaching literature

that I have reviewed through our coaching CPD provision.  Participants will get the chance to discuss

how this could be used in a placements context and consider their own opportunities to develop

coaching skills.  Structured activities will give a taste of coaching skills and approaches and how they

can be used in a placements context.
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Issues to be addressed

The session will address the value of the theory and practice of coaching to the placements

community. It will explore how coaching can support the learning of all students at all stages of the

placement process, and look at some of the key considerations for practitioners in incorporating

coaching approaches to their practice.  It is suggested that coaching is a useful means to foreground

the learner in the placement experience, acknowledging some of the challenges inherent in moving

to coaching approaches.  It is hoped this would whet placement staff appetites to explore the use of

coaching more widely in their practice.

Presentation

Gill Frigerio
Career Studies Unit

University of Warwick

What do you think about when
you think about ‘Coaching’?

Coaching Defining Coaching:

“A human development process that involves structured,
focused, interaction and the use of appropriate strategies,
tools and techniques to promote desirable and sustainable
change for the benefit of the coachee and potentially for
other stakeholders.”

(Cox et al: 2)
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Coaching and Placements

 Common factor = learning

 Adult learning “the extension and clarification of meaning
of ones experience” (Knowles, Holton and Swanson,
2005:11)

 Experiential learning central to the understanding of
‘placement’ process and outcome

Unpicking Coaching

“Coaching is a relationship of rapport and trust
in which the coach uses their ability to listen,
to ask questions
and to play back what has been communicated in order to
help the client to clarify what matters to them
and to work out what to do to achieve their aspirations.”

(Thomson, 2012: 4)

A range of Coaching Approaches
Giving advice
Offering guidance

Making suggestions
Giving feedback

Summarising an extended piece of conversation
Paraphrasing by rephrasing the client’s words

Reflecting back using the client’s own words
Asking open questions that raise awareness

Listening to understand

DIRECTIVE

PUSH:
Solving someone’s
Problem for them

PULL:
Helping

someone  solve
their own
problem

NON-DIRECTIVE

‘Activities of Coaching’ (Frigerio & McCash, 2013)

 Informing
 Advising
 Counselling
 Assessing
 Enabling
 Advocating
 Feeding back
 Teaching
 Networking
 Systems change

Silent Coaching
G Goal What are you trying to achieve?

R Reality What is currently going on?

O Options What might you do?

W Will What will you do?

In
cr

ea
se

d 
em

pa
th

y

In
cr

ea
se

d 
in

flu
en

ce

Challenging
Being specific
Self-disclosure
Providing information
Immediacy

Restating
Paraphrasing
Summarising
Questioning

Listening to words,
feelings, silence
Observing behaviour

Lynda Ali and Barbara Graham, 1996
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Questions to consider
 What are the possible uses of coaching:
 Pre-placement?
 On placement?
 Post-placement?

Any limitations or challenges?

Continue the conversation
Gill Frigerio – G.frigerio@warwick.ac.uk
www.warwick.ac.uk/careerstudies
On Twitter @GillFrigerio
LinkedIN groups – Placement related + various coaching and
career coaching groups
NICEC journal article link from
http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/study/cll/news/cllteam/gfrigerio/

‘Coaching for placements’ module in development
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W11

“Intercultural awareness preparation for placements abroad – Aston

University’s journey”

Carolina Salinas and Emma Mason, Aston University

Aston University, Birmingham, B4 7ET

c.salinas@aston.ac.uk

e.mason@aston.ac.uk

Key words

International internships, international placements, intercultural learning, intercultural awareness,

internationalisation, student support.

Abstract

With an ever increasing need and demand for intercultural awareness and the ability to live and

work in multicultural environments, Aston University’s International Placements team send over 270

students to work and study abroad every year as an integral part of their degree. Our experiences

have taught us that placements abroad require extra attention/preparation if they are going to be

successful; this is where pre-departure intercultural awareness training is proving to be an essential

part of the preparation process. The profiles of students undertaking placements abroad are mixed

and outlooks range from the well-travelled to those with no international experience at all. As a

result, extra support services have become critical to ensure the settling in period abroad runs

smoothly and to maximise student development and learning whilst on placement overseas. Support

mechanisms beside intercultural training sessions include: intercultural one to ones, resources,

student networks, e-counselling, visits and Skype calls.

Learning Outcomes

In this session, participants will learn about Aston University’s International Placements team

journey into learning about the need for intercultural awareness preparation of students. The

journey’s stages will be explored in detail, including our own training on the topic, the help received

from intercultural professionals outside and inside the university, and the logistics, content and

delivery of the workshops across four Schools with mixed cohorts. Participants will also learn about

the challenges we have encountered along the way, and plans for the future.
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Outline

Around 30% of Aston University’s undergraduate placements take place overseas. Over 270 students

across four academic schools do placements abroad, this includes Business, Engineering, Languages,

Social Sciences and Health Sciences. Placements are divided into two categories: English-speaking

placements and those requiring additional foreign language skills. The duration of placements can

vary between 6, 9 and 12 months and they take place in various locations worldwide during the third

year of the undergraduate degree. International placements mainly take the form of real jobs with

real organisations, and in less measure they also include studying and volunteering abroad. They are

normally paid, are always assessed and carry credits which amount to a contribution of 10% towards

the students’ final degree.

Extra support services become critical to ensure the settling in period abroad is overcome

successfully/runs smoothly, these include:

 Pre-departure intercultural awareness workshops

 Intercultural learning resources including external i.e online resources and in-house

materials i.e. placement handbook, country profiles, culture shock related publications

 Intercultural awareness one to ones

 Student networks per location

 E-counselling

 Alumni contacts per location

 Visits

 Skype calls

Presentation

Intercultural Awareness
Preparation for Placements
Abroad – Aston University’s
Journey

Carolina Salinas –
International Placement Manager
Emma Mason –
International Placement Coordinator

Session Objectives

Share our experience of implementing intercultural training
in preparation for placements abroad including successes,
challenges and future plans

Demonstrate some of the activities used

Invite you to share your own thoughts and experiences
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Aston University: Employable Graduates,
Exploitable Research

Founded in 1895, Aston is a long-established
research-led University known for its
strong links to industry, government and commerce

“Aston turns out some of the most sought-after graduates in
Britain, with 89% landing graduate-level jobs.” Sunday Times
University Guide 2013

30% of outgoing placement students in 2013/14
will be spending the third year working or
studying overseas, across the 4 Schools:
Engineering, Business, Health Sciences and
Languages & Social Sciences

Aston University Placement Team

Internationalisation at Aston

Knight (1994) defines internationalisation as:
“The process of integrating an international/intercultural dimension into
the teaching, research and service functions of the (university)”.

The International Placements Team works closely with academics and
staff from other departments, e.g.
• One World Week  & World Awareness Week
• Societies (Erasmus and Study Abroad Society)
• Languages For All (free language tuition in the first year)
• International Welcome Week (for incoming international students)
• CROCUS Project (Cross-Cultural Training for US and EU students)

Students Placed Overseas
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2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14

Students on placement overseas

30% of all
outgoing students
will be on
placement
overseas in
2013/14

Locations

Aston has placements in over 50 countries!
Popular locations include:

• South Korea
• Japan
• Chile
• Argentina
• France
• Germany
• Spain
• Australia
• USA
• China

65% of students placed
overseas in 2013/14 will be
undertaking  English-speaking
roles

Common Problems

Misinterpreting direct communication styles as rudeness

Tendency to interpret situations too quickly rather than reflect

Expecting things to be the same as they are at home

Being unprepared for physical changes, e.g. climate and food

Being unprepared for emotional changes,
e.g. homesickness and culture shock
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Train the Trainer Session

Course tailored specifically to
the needs of Aston students
and staff

Develop understanding of key
intercultural concepts and
theories

Access to materials and advice

Making it happen!

Offering a series of interactive and engaging workshops
Encouraging students to share their own experiences of other cultures
Allowing peer to peer interactions
Combining theory and real-life examples
The FOCUS:

• Language and Communication Styles
• Symbolism
• Cultural Values
• Homesickness
• Cultural theory, e.g. Iceberg concept
• Coping strategies
• Illustrative Examples(on placement and personal)

Benefits of Intercultural Awareness Training

To enable Aston staff communicate better with current students and
enhance the student experience

To prepare students well for their placement abroad and facilitate the
adjustment process

To encourage students to try to understand cultural differences

To allow students to network with other outgoing placement students
and share their experiences

To encourage collaboration with Academic staff

To promote the benefits of intercultural learning and how it contributes
to the development of global citizenship and EMPLOYABILITY

Challenges

Student engagement – attendance numbers

Resources – student volume and variety of locations

Timing – capturing students before they leave campus

Academic involvement

Some Schools need more support than others

Possible misunderstandings

Measuring Intercultural Learning (prior and after intl placement)

Session Development

http://www.ted.com/talks/derek_sivers_weird_or_just_different.html

Exercise 1- Encouraging Reflection
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Exercise 2 – Visible Aspects of Culture

1. 2.

3.

Integrating intercultural learning

Integrating intercultural learning Celebrating and promoting international
experience

Future Developments

Recording the sessions to be used by other students i.e. first
years, postgraduate, etc
Increasing cross-functional working within Aston
Providing training to staff centrally
Implementing workshops for postgraduate students
Use of tools that measure intercultural learning, i.e. IDI
Intercultural Development Inventory software
Cultural Network – building up a series of country-specific
cultural information through student surveys, blogs and social
media
Working more closely with student societies

International Events
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Questions and Discussion

GRACIAS THANK YOU
Danke Tack

Merci Obrigado Grazie
Domo arigato Dziękuję
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W12

Life after University; what does the landscape look like for Black and Minority

Ethnic (BME) graduates and what part do placements play?

Judith Baines and Sarah Flynn, University of Hertfordshire

University of Hertfordshire, College Lane, Hatfield, Hertfordshire, AL10 9AB

j.baines@herts.ac.uk 01707 281353

s.j.flynn@herts.ac.uk 01707 286370

Abstract

Recent activities have raised awareness within the UK university sector of the attainment gap that

exists between BME and non-BME students in terms of securing a good degree; it currently stands at

around 18%. The Equality Challenge Unit and the Higher Education Academy have been supporting a

series of projects since 2010 examining the reasons for this and looking at actions that can be taken

to reduce the gap; but what about life after university? Degree classification has a strong correlation

with success in the graduate labour market, and this presentation will take a look at the available

literature surrounding the destinations and career opportunities of BME graduates at a national

level.

BME graduates are less likely to possess a good degree leaving university, and more than three times

as likely to be unemployed after graduation as compared to White UK and Irish students (The Bow

Group, 2012). Drawing on this research, plus more from the National Union of Students (NUS), the

Higher Education Academy (HEA), the Association of Graduate Careers Advisory Services (AGCAS)

and others; we will take a look at the available data, present some of the challenges faced by BME

graduates and highlight some actions that we may be able to take to support the success of our BME

students, not just whilst at university, but into graduation and beyond. The 2008 data from AGCAS is

stark:

• 56.2% of all white respondents secured full-time paid employment within six months,

compared to 48.2% of all BME respondents and 55% of all graduates.

• 10.1% of all BME respondents were believed to be unemployed, compared to 5.7% of white

respondents and 6.4% of graduates overall.
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• Of those in work, 47.8% of Black / Black British graduates are in non-graduate occupations,

compared to 37.4% of white graduates and 37.4% of graduates overall.

There will be an opportunity to share sources of data and discussion about the positive steps that

each of us can take to help our BME students have a successful life after graduation through

placements and employability development.

Berry, J and Loke, G (2011) Commentary on Higher Education Academy/Equality Challenge Unit

programme: Improving the degree attainment of BME students

AGCAS (2008) What Happens Next? A report on ethnicity and the first destinations of graduates

NUS (2011) Race for Equality; a report on the experiences of black students in Further & Higher

Education

The Bow Group (2012) Race to the Top; the experience of black students in Higher Education

Presentation

Life after University; what does the landscape look like for Black and
Minority Ethnic (BME) graduates and what part do placements play?

Judith Baines and Sarah Flynn, University of Hertfordshire

Objectives of the presentation

• Recent activities have raised awareness within the university sector of the attainment gap
that exists between BME and non-BME students. But what about life after university? This
presentation will take a look at the available literature surrounding the destinations and
career opportunities of BME graduates at a national level.

We hope to…

• Draw attention to the sources of data that we have available to help inform our practice
• Raise awareness of the additional challenge that is faced by a significant proportion of the

population of graduating students
• Encourage action to help give our BME students the best possible entry into the labour

market that we can

Context – Black and Minority Ethnic students
Equality Challenge Unit, Equality in Higher Education Statistical Report 2012

• 18.4% of the UK domiciled student population are from a BME background
• Significant variation within the UK

– 45.7% of  students in London
– 15.5% of students in England (excluding London)
– 2.1% of students in Northern Ireland

• The attainment gap is defined as the percentage of UK domiciled White first degree
undergraduate qualifiers achieving a first/2:1 minus the percentage of UK domiciled BME
first degree undergraduate qualifiers achieving a first/2:1

• The term BME can be contentious, BAME (Black, Asian, Ethnic Minority) is also used and
sometimes it is appropriate to use individual ethnicities where data varies - ECU uses BME.

Equality Challenge Unit, Equality in HE Statistical Report 2012
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Equality Challenge Unit, Equality in HE Statistical Report 2012

The stark reality…

• BME graduates are less likely to possess a good degree leaving university, and more than
three times as likely to be unemployed after graduation as compared to White UK and
Irish students (The Bow Group, 2012)

• 56.2% of all white respondents secured full-time paid employment within six months,
compared to 48.2% of all BME respondents and 55% of all graduates. (AGCAS, 2008)

• 10.1% of all BME respondents were believed to be unemployed, compared to 5.7% of
white respondents and 6.4% of graduates overall. (AGCAS, 2008)

• Of those in work, 47.8% of Black / Black British graduates are in non-graduate
occupations, compared to 37.4% of white graduates and 37.4% of graduates overall.
(AGCAS, 2008)

The most recent data shows no shift…
Equality Challenge Unit, Equality in Higher Education Statistical Report 2012

• Over the past eight years, the proportion of UK-domiciled BME students increased from
14.9% to 18.4% (2003/04 – 2010/11)

• The largest increase has been in the proportion of UK-domiciled black students, which has
risen from 4.4% to 5.9%; the proportion of UK-domiciled mixed race students has doubled
from 1.4% to 2.8% over the same period

• 53% of white UK-domiciled leavers were in FT paid work, including self employment,
compared with 43.3% of BME leavers. Black or black British African leavers were least likely
to be in FT paid work (38.4%) and most likely to be assumed to be unemployed (16.3%)

The UK-domiciled student population 2010/11

What does this look like at our University? We know the attainment gap exists…
What about graduate destinations?
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We know the attainment gap exists…
What about graduate destinations?

The bottom line…

Known to be more prevalent amongst BME graduates:
• Lack of full time employment
• Under employment
• Unemployment
• That is assuming they get to graduation; Black students are

twice as likely as White students not to complete their studies
(13%, compared to 6.2%)

• A Black student with “AAA” at A-Level studying at a Russell Group
university has less chance of gaining a good degree than a
White student with “CCD” at A-Level studying at a post-92 university
Dr Winston Morgan, UEL (2013)

The bottom line… for institutions

BME students account for over half of the UH student population –
therefore this is a significant issue for our students and graduates, and
therefore is a significant challenge for all of us

The White/BME attainment gap impacts on half the criteria commonly
used for university league tables:
Student satisfaction Research quality
Good honours Student-staff ratio
Completion rates Entry standards
Graduate prospects Service and facilities spend

Are the students aware of this?

• Even if they were able to achieve a good degree or qualification,
existing discrimination within the workplace meant that their
educational background would have little impact on their career
and job prospects, greatly affecting their motivation to succeed

• “I think most students from ethnic communities believe no
matter how well [they] do there is a ceiling on their career
progression compared to whites”. Black British HE student

• “The job prospects for minority people are limited as
compared to their white counterparts. Therefore, they feel less
encouraged because they know they will be struggling for
jobs even when they get qualified”. Black African FE student

So what do we do about it?

Key negative factors
• Social deprivation
• Low social capital
• Racism
• Poor self-esteem

Labelling
Reinforcement of stereotypes

Key positive factors
• Engaging families
• Linking university with the wider community (cultural

and professional)
• Influence of membership groups (like religious

affiliations) Byfield, 2008
• Positive and consistent interventions Sewell (2009)
• Role models
• Mentoring and support – non traditional students

recruited through widening participation routes
suffer more if support is remote

So what do we do about it?
Dealing with those negative factors…

• Social deprivation – ensure students know about all the UH resources (academic and
pastoral), look for opportunities to signpost free resources / activities, no-cost / low-cost is
key here, paid work experience as opposed to voluntary internships

• Low social capital – look for opportunities to introduce students to the networks they need
for entering work, like encouraging well-prepared attendance at Careers and Placements
events, building interpersonal and social skills where possible

• Racism – work to make classrooms inclusive places, making the learning, teaching and
assessment environment fair, safe and without bias

• Poor self-esteem – think about the language used in feedback, in general and on
assessment, build confidence with clear signposting for improvement
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So what do we do about it?

Working with the positive factors

• Engaging families
• Linking university with the wider community
• Influence of membership groups

(like religious affiliations)
• Positive and consistent interventions

• Collaboration across the University

What are we doing about it?

Used University policies and practice to help…
• Graduate Attributes
• Student Charter
• Embedded work experience
• Employability through the curriculum

Identification of diversity positive schemes and promotion of these to the students
• Networks
• Role models
• Diversity schemes
• Increased student engagement

Networks

Researching and creating:

• Researched professional bodies and others
• Bright Futures
• Twitter
• Alumni Careers Network
• Mentors

Role models

Finding and researching role models:

• Case studies
• Panels of speakers
• Mentors
• Buddy scheme for placements
• Advice to employers
• Within our marketing

Diversity Schemes

Carrying out research for the students:

• Work experience
• Mentoring schemes
• Professional bodies
• Scholarships
• BME friendly employers

Promoting to the students:

• Publicise to schools, centrally and to student societies where appropriate
• Handouts/online: by school/diversity scheme

Increased student engagement

Use the student voice:

• Careers Links
• Students on event panels
• Student bloggers
• Our interns and placement students

Other

• CV workshops for part-time work
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